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Abstract—In medicine, a communicating virtual patient or
doctor allows students to train in medical diagnosis and develop
skills to conduct a medical consultation. In this paper, we
describe a conversational virtual standardized patient system
to allow medical students to simulate a diagnosis strategy of
an abdominal surgical emergency. We exploited the semantic
properties captured by distributed word representations to search
for similar questions in the virtual patient dialogue system. We
created two dialogue systems that were evaluated on datasets
collected during tests with students. The first system based on
hand-crafted rules obtains 92.29% as F1-score on the studied
clinical case while the second system that combines rules and
semantic similarity achieves 94.88%. It represents an error
reduction of 9.70% as compared to the rules-only-based system.
Index Terms—Medecine teaching, Conversational agent, Dia-
logue rules, Word embeddings, Semantic similarity, User evalu-
ation
I. INTRODUCTION
The medical diagnosis practice is traditionally bedside
taught. Theoretical courses are supplemented by internships in
hospital services. The medical student observes the practice of
doctors and interns and practices himself under their control.
This type of learning has the disadvantage to confront imme-
diately the medical student with complex situations without
practical training (technical and human) beforehand. At the
same time, he must manage relations with people in pain and
the mobilization of complex and incomplete knowledge. It
therefore seems useful to be able to train before confronting
his first patients. But for this to be realistic, it can not
be done with peers who would play the role of patients.
Realism would be insufficient. It is sometimes done with actors
playing a learnt case. This is called a Standardized Patient
[1]. But it presents several limitations, like “actor training and
availability, reproducibility, changing evaluation criteria, and
implementation costs”.
Advances in virtual reality allow diving, cheaply, the student
in a realistic and pedagogically controlled environment. Virtual
Standardized Patient (VSP) technology is used to manage the
basics of a standardized dialogue between a medical student
and a virtual patient. It is generally two-dimensional avatars
on a computer display that serve to help learners maneuver
through clinical situations or perform a task, such as the
proper technique for taking a patient’s medical history [2]. For
an educational purpose in a real learning environment, VSP
becomes unusable in the sense that the slightest deviation from
the intended scenario or the lexicon causes the communication
to fail.
In this paper, we demonstrate how to exploit the per-
formance of two different neural classification methods, se-
mantic similarity techniques using sentence embeddings and
rules pattern matching to improve the process of language
understanding in a dialogue system in order to produce an
realistic VSP that can be used by medical students. Another
contribution in this work is the dataset construction of doctor-
patient dialogues that will be made publicly available. A paper
describing in details its building method, content and access
point is already submitted.
II. RELATED WORK
Recent advances in speech recognition technologies, natural
language processing and artificial intelligence have led to
the emergence of conversational agents in different domains
of life such as health, finance, education, etc. In the health
domain, the last decades have seen the expansion of virtual
patients or doctors that are used to interact with humans
in real clinical scenarios simulation for training purposes,
education or medical evaluation. For medical training, students
play the physician role to diagnose virtual patient’s pain
and prescribe appropriate treatments by extracting symptoms
in validated clinical and educational interview scenarios [3].
Virtual patients take different forms according to educational
objectives and already exist in virtual reality simulators for
endoscopy training [4]. They are also used, to teach the tech-
niques of oral examination to interns in emergency medicine
[5], to enable nurses to develop acute care skills such as
assessment and management of clinical deterioration [5], and
trainees to practice clinical reasoning techniques [6], [7].
Several medical programs have already incorporated virtual
simulations including dummies to assess the competence and
confidence of learners to lead clinical situations [8]. Different
evaluations show that the use of virtual patients provides
additional practices for learners outside laboratory work and
improves their performance on actual clinical cases. Smith and
colleagues prove that virtual patient technology can improve
learner performance on clinical consultation issues [9].
Much research is underway to improve the effectiveness of
virtual conversational agents in fulfilling the ever-increasing
needs of healthcare professionals. All of these projects aim
to increase and improve the interaction between patients and
physicians [10]–[12]. This interaction, in virtual simulations
using conversational agents, is characterized by:
• the type of technology (platform hosting the conversa-
tional agent) namely smartphones [13], [14], laptops or
desktops [15], [16] and multimodal platforms [17];
• the dialogue management strategy namely the finite state
strategy where the dialogue is a sequence of predefined
steps [15]–[17]; the content-based strategy where the
dialog flow is not predefined but depends on the content
provided by the user [14]; the agent-based strategy where
the dialogue is between two agents capable of reasoning
[13];
• the initiative in the dialogue where it is either the user
who initiates the conversation [13], either the virtual
agent that leads the conversation [15]–[17], or both [14],
[18].
State-of-the-art methods have been developed to respond
to the challenge of question understanding and interpreting
of virtual patient dialogue systems. Similar to our approach,
the method described in [19] combined machine learning
techniques and pattern matching for Question Interpretation.
The authors demonstrated the value of combining a hand-
authored pattern matching system with word and character-
based convolutional neural network for improving question
identification in a virtual patient dialogue system. Machine
learning techniques are widely used in the medical field
to improve medical treatment or diagnosis. They allow to
build embedded models in AI systems that are used by the
physicians in order to analyze patient data and to make
predictions on possible outcome of a treatment or to provide
additional data for a diagnosis or a prognosis [20]. They
play increasingly important roles in pre-procedural planning
for complex surgeries and interventions and in processing of
the historical records of emerging surgical techniques. This
to improve medical education and allow students to practice
by the simulation. In [21], the authors developed a virtual
standardized patient system that can understand, respond,
categorize, and assess student performance in gathering infor-
mation during a typical medical history, thus enabling students
to practice their history-taking skills and receive immediate
feedback.
The aims of the current work are: 1) the development of a
medical conversational agent (virtual patient) to interact with
the physician using speech; 2) demonstrate the utility of using
words embeddings to find similar questions in a virtual patient
system.
III. VIRTUAL STANDARDIZED PATIENT SYSTEM
The virtual agent built in this work is a 42-year-old woman,
a kindergarten teacher with a medical history, who consults
for abdominal pain. The pedagogical challenge is the teaching
of the best practices of diagnostic strategy of an abdominal
surgical emergency. The simulation consists of the care of
the patient by the medical learner. This is a serious game in
virtual reality in which the student, in a virtual environment,
dialogs with the patient, examines her, requests exams and
produces a diagnosis according to the information provided by
the patient and her examination. The virtual environment was
built with a set of 3D models showing an emergency room and
the character of the sick woman. The 3D models and patient
motions and behaviors were built with Unity 3D game engine
by our industrial partner. The different motions and behaviors
are based on the dialogue acts, the scenario and instructions
given by the emergency physician (the medical student). The
student can move around the environment by teleporting and
can communicate with it via an HTC® controller. Our VSP
dialogues with students via a speech recognizer and a speech
synthesis module.
In this paper, we describe the dialogue system integrated in
the Virtual Standardized Patient and the strategy of combining
machine learning methods and pattern matching for the good
understanding of the open student’s questions.
IV. DATASET
We collected data from multiple sources to form different
datasets that are used to process question categorization and
semantic distance computation tasks (Section VI). These tasks
are the components of the approach proposed in this paper for
improving the understanding mechanism of a virtual patient.
To build the different models, we first collected the French
dialogue subtitles of Chicago Med television series and the
data used in [12] for a task of automatic doctor-patient
question classification. The collected questions were manually
annotated according to the question categories of a surgical
consultation for abdominal pain listed in Table I. These cat-
egories have been chosen by the medicine doctors authors of
this work. We consider them as fairly consensual in medicine.
The questions are used to build the knowledge base of the
semantic similarity based system. We then enrich all of the
collected data by augmenting the questions using the concepts
(synonym classes) created while writing dialog rules with
ChatScript, the rule-based chatbot system we use (Section V).
As an illustration, the question Do you have trouble urinating?
and the concept containing the words urinate and pee will
give the following questions in the augmented corpus: Do
you have trouble urinating? and Have you struggled to pee?.
The concepts, equivalent to WordNet synonymy classes, were
written manually according to the studied domain and without
any knowledge from an external database. In total, 86780
questions are obtained for the categorization and semantic
distance calculation tasks. Figure 1 presents the number of
questions by categories before and after data augmentation.
As questions from Chicago Med dialogs concerned different
clinical cases, we have adapted the answers to make them
coherent with our own clinical case.
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Fig. 1. Number of questions by categories before (scaled up 10 times for
visibility) and after data augmentation
To form the test dataset, we deployed the rule-based system
in a medical school to assess the virtual patient’s understanding
of questions asked by 25 interns with prior knowledge about
the purpose of the medical consultation and the question
categories to ask in this case. The responses provided by the
patient are then manually corrected by the medical experts.
The test sessions with the interns also allowed to adjust and
add dialogue rules to have a broad coverage of the clinical
case. This dataset contains about 400 well-annotated question-
answer pairs to evaluate the dialogue systems. Furthermore,
we extracted from Chicago Med subtitles a set of about
250 questions containing both questions of a consultation
for abdominal pain and others that move away from this
clinical case. The purpose of this dataset is to evaluate the
virtual patient’s ability to understand as many questions as
possible with the same number of dialogue rules. Each dataset
integrates different formulations of the same question.
V. PATTERN MATCHING SYSTEM
The pattern matching system represents the core of our
Standardized Virtual Patient dialogue manager. It uses the
ChatScript software [22] and includes the question under-
standing engine and the response generator. ChatScript was
primarily used in this work as a rule-based engine because of
its powerful pattern matching mechanism aiming at detecting
meaning that is well suited to doctor-patient interactions whose
scope is well defined. Furthermore, its open nature and the fact
that it is developed in C++ helps its integration in our software
stack. It was used to write a set of pattern-based rules for
dialogue management. A rule is defined by a pattern that is
associated with an action to be triggered. About 1500 pattern-
based rules have been written to cover the clinical case and the
patient-student interactions. The rules were written for identi-
fication and understanding of general (name, age) and specific
to a medical consultation (medical history, current treatment)
questions. These are questions that should lead the student to
make a diagnosis and to propose a treatment. We identified
seven categories of questions encountered during a surgi-
cal emergency consultation. Thus, our patterns are arranged
into these seven categories: consultation subject, personal
questions, medical history, symptoms, lifestyle, treatment and
unknown. The latter includes any matter not belonging to other
categories. Table I presents some question topics encountered
in the targeted clinical case for each category.
Our dialogue management system based on pattern rules
is conceived to make clinical examination of the virtual
patient more dynamic by taking into account variations in
question formulation. So, we have pattern rules to manage,
among others, variation in the wording of the same intention,
terminological variation of medical concepts, memory in dia-
logue, abbreviated questions understanding and conversational
markers. Table II lists some examples of the types of inter-
actions managed by our dialog system. This management has
enabled to prevent the student’s weariness during the medical
consultation and allows to take into account several types of
question structures. This leads the student to obtain a larger
part of information necessary for the diagnosis.
A question asked by the student is first preprocessed with
the LIMA linguistic analyzer [23] coupled with ChatScript.
LIMA performs the question preprocessing (stop word re-
moval, lemmatization, part of speech tagging) and returns the
normalized form obtained as input to ChatScript. Input is then
analyzed by ChatScript for specific topics, concepts, phrases,
or keywords.
VI. SEMANTIC SIMILARITY BASED SYSTEM
The second approach developed to make the virtual patient
dialogue system acceptable and usable is a system that com-
bines question classification and semantic similarity computa-
tion. The assumption of this approach is that ensuring a wide
coverage of student’s questions will improve understanding
performance of the rule-based system. It is based on sentence
embeddings for computing a similarity measure between two
questions qi and qj (qi is the student’s question and qj a
Consultation
subject
Personal Medical history Symptoms Lifestyle Treatment Unknow
The Goal Age Family history Sickness history Addictions Type of treatment Everything else
Weight Past medical history Changes/evolutions Pets Method
Housing Past surgical history Location Date and period
Job Allergies Timing/chronologie Observation
Children Medications taken Quantification/severity
TABLE I
EXAMPLE OF QUESTION TOPICS FOR EACH CATEGORY
Interaction types Examples
Wording variation
Doctor: What symptoms do you have?
Patient: I feel stomach pain
Doctor: What is happening?
Patient: I have stomach pain
Terminological variation
Doctor: Do you have any medical history?
Patient: No doctor
Doctor: Have you had health problems
in the past?
Patient: No doctor
Memory
Doctor: did you take medication?
Patient: yes I took two paracetamol
Doctor: how much did you take?
Patient: I said two
Abbreviated question
Doctor: do you have allergies ?
Patient: I’m allergic to pollen
Doctor: Do you have a treatment for this?
Patient: No treatment
Conversational markers
Doctor: What is happening?
Patient: I have stomach pain
Doctor: where exactly ?
Patient: above the sternum
TABLE II
EXAMPLES OF INTERACTION TYPES
question from the knowledge base of the virtual patient). It
consists of a set of neural sentence classifiers that take as
input the pre-trained word embeddings [24] of a question by
assigning it a category and a semantic distance comparator
between the vector of the question and the set of questions
from the identified category.
A. Classification Model
The purpose of our classification task in this approach
is the categorization of the questions for which the virtual
patient must provide an answer to the student. The challenge
is to build efficient classification models to make the dialogue
management efficient and robust. For that, we trained two dif-
ferent classification models using different learning methods.
We built a first question classifier using Convolution Neural
Networks with an architecture similar to [25]. Then, we built
a second linear classifier based on FastText continuous word
representation with rank constraint [26]. For each question
category, a binary classifier is built leading to assigning class
1 to questions in a given category and 0 to those not belonging
to that category.
For each model, we trained five submodels with different
splits of data in 80% training and 20% validation. We then
combined the submodels using the majority voting method on
the submodel outputs. All the questions in each dataset were
preprocessed. We first labeled the questions with the seven
categories. Then, we proceeded to the normalization of the
questions (spellcheck, punctuation removing and lemmatiza-
tion) and to text cleaning by removing stop words, numerical
values and punctuation.
1) Training: The questions are represented in a sequence
of words used as inputs to the submodels trained separately
on the data. We used pre-trained word embeddings for words
from all datasets. The embeddings we used are the default
wiki-news FastText [24]. To allow batch processing of our
data, each sentence in the dataset is extended to the maximum
sentence length, which turns out to be 50. This maximum
length is justified by the short and precise form of the questions
generally asked by the doctor during a consultation.
We used 10-fold cross-validation for training and validation
with a ratio 90/10 for splitting the dataset. The submodels
were trained on different training data obtained from the
random generation at different places. After validation, we
obtained the best-performing parameters (Table III) that are
used for the evaluation of models embedded in the dialogue
system.
2) Voting: To obtain the better performances of each of the
submodels and a reduction of variance, we used a decision-
making strategy based on both the majority voting of the sub-
models and a weighted linear interpolation of the classification
model results. The class predicted by a binary classifier is the
one that obtained the most votes from the submodels. The
output of a classifier is given by the binary classifier having
predicted a class with the highest probability. The decision-
making process is summarized in algorithm 1 where Yˆc is
the output of c-th binary classifier, yˆd is the output of d-
th submodel, Yˆe is the output of e-th classification method,
αe, called validation coefficient of the binary classifier, is the
accuracy of e-th classifier trained on validation data and Yˆr is
the final output. At the end of the process, the predicted class
is argmax(Yˆr).
B. Classification Results
The performance of the submodels and their combination
are evaluated on the accuracy of the trained systems. The
final results reported are the average 10-fold cross-validation
accuracies. There is a significant performance variation be-
tween the five submodels by categories on the validation data.
Figure 2 shows the curve of accuracies and losses during
the training and validation step of the CNN submodels of
Kernel size Kernel number Embedding dimension Dropout learning rate Optimizer
3 to 5 300 300 0.4 3.0 Adamdelta
TABLE III
HYPERPARAMETER VALUES
foreach classification method do
foreach binary classifier do
Yˆc ←− max(yˆd)
end
Yˆe ←− max(Yˆc)
end
Yˆr ←− softmax(
∑
e αeYˆe)
return argmax(Yˆr)
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for combination of submodel out-
puts
the treatment category. This regularization effect on validation
data is substantially similar on all categories.
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Fig. 2. Accuracies and losses of CNN submodels
Analysis of the accuracy results on the validation data shows
a convergence stability to 99% obtained with the submodels
of Lifestyle and Unknown categories, while about more than
half of Consultation subject, personal and medical history
submodels have an accuracy that varies between 97% and
99%. Those in the symptom category did not exceed 98%.
We note that each of the obtained accuracies is significantly
representative of the whole training and validation datasets.
Table IV presents a simple average of the submodel accuracies
for each category that is used as αe.
We then evaluated the two classification systems and their
combination on the test data from the test sessions with the
interns in medicine typically dealing with the clinical case
studied. Table V shows the test accuracies of different systems
CNN FastText
Consultation
subject
0.98% 0.98%
Personal 0.98% 0.99%
Medical
history
0.97% 0.99%
Symptoms 0.97% 0.98%
Lifestyle 0.99% 0.99%
Treatment 0.98% 0.98%
Unknow 0.99% 0.99%
TABLE IV
AVERAGE ACCURACIES PER CATEGORY ON THE VALIDATION DATA
averaged over the 10 folds. The classifier combination is
performed according to algorithm 1.
CNN FastText Combined
68.09% 94.78% 96.80%
TABLE V
ACCURACY OF CLASSIFICATION SYSTEMS ON TEST SESSIONS DATA
For single classification systems, FastText performs a lot
better than CNN. But the combination allowed to gain about
2% performance compared to the FastText based system.
C. Similar Question Identification
Identification of similar questions is performed by semantic
comparison between the distributed representations of the two
sentences. The goal is to extract from the virtual patient
knowledge base, a question semantically close to the question
asked by the student. Knowledge is organized by category
of questions in order to limit the scope of the semantic
comparison. This has therefore enabled us to infer more
intent questions by improving the completeness of studied
clinical case. Table VI shows some examples of questions and
knowledge obtained by calculating semantic distances.
It consists essentially of a calculator of cosine distances
between vectors of sentence embeddings. The semantic dis-
tance between questions qi and qj is calculated from the word
vectors (wi1, ..., win) and (w
′
j1, ..., w
′
jn) as in Equation 1:
dist(qi, qj) = 1− cos


N∑
k=0
σkv(wik);
N ′∑
k′=0
σ′k′v(w
′
jk′ )

 (1)
where σk and σ
′
k′ are respectively the weighting of the
words k and k′ with their inverse frequencies in documents.
VII. IMPROVING DIALOG SYSTEM
Both the developed dialogue systems were deployed at the
faculty of medicine for testing sessions with the students. The
performance results are reported in section VIII. In order to
Question
category
Asked question Knowledge base Expected response
Symptom
do you have temperature? Are you feverish? No, I have no fever.
Where is your pain located? where exactly do you hurt? I hurt in the stomach.
Is the pain is in the stomach? where exactly do you hurt? I hurt in the stomach.
Do you have dark urine? what is the color of your urine? I have clear urine
How is your pee? what is the color of your urine? I have clear urine
Medical
history
Do you have any health problem? what is your medical history? No, nothing special.
Have you suffered an illness in your past? what is your medical history? No, nothing special.
A particular problem in your family? Do you have a family history? No doctor
Is there a known disease in your environment? Do you have a family history? No doctor
TABLE VI
SOME SIMILAR QUESTIONS FOUND BY CALCULATING SEMANTIC DISTANCE
improve the understanding of the virtual patient and make the
system usable in terms of educational objectives, we combined
the two systems in a single dialogue manager. The integrated
system therefore consists of the pattern matching system and
the system using textual semantic similarity for purposes of
good resilience of the dialogue with the user. The combination
is made to allow the virtual patient to provide the answer to
a question for which the system has no matching rule.
PATTERN MATCHING SYSTEM
user question rule pattern finder indicated responseY es
No
SEMANTIC SIMILARITY BASED SYSTEM
question
categorization distance calculation
close
knowledge
finder
ask to
rephrase
the question
Y es
Y es
Fig. 3. Combined system for improving the dialog manager
The process of input question interpretation is described
in Figure 3 which illustrates each processing step in the
combined system. When a question is asked to the virtual
patient, the manager first looks for a rule pattern corresponding
to the input sentence linguistic structure. The rule patterns
are kinds of regular expressions whose atoms are words and
concepts that group together word equivalence classes. If the
rule pattern is found, the corresponding response is provided
to the user. Otherwise, the manager sends the normalized
form of the question to each binary classifiers for identifying
its category. Then, depending on the category, the manager
looks for a semantically close question in its knowledge base
by calculating cosine distance between the asked question
and each question from the category in its knowledge base.
According to the answer found, a response is provided to the
user.
VIII. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
We conducted a comparative analysis of performance be-
tween the dialogue system using ChatScript only and the
systems based on our proposed combination approach whose
hypothesizes an improvement of question understanding and
interpretation. The evaluation is performed with two different
datasets. A first dataset is issued from sessions with students
who, before the tests, were briefed on the patient’s situation
and whose questions were perfectly in line with the case of a
surgical consultation of abdominal pain. The second dataset
is extracted from Chicago Med television series dialogues.
It contains questions that may differ from the context of the
studied case. The latter dataset is expected to be more difficult
for the system. Please note that this evaluation is not intended
to evaluate the student’s overall performance in virtual patient
interview but to evaluate the virtual patient ability to provide
coherent responses to the student. The pedagogical evaluation
of the full system including the virtual reality aspects is
currently ongoing.
For the current evaluation, we defined three quantitative
measures used to compute precision, recall and F1 scores for
each system:
• CRR: the Coherent Responses Rate, measuring questions
understanding;
• IRR: the Incoherent Responses Rate, measuring ques-
tions misunderstanding;
• NRR: the Not recognized Responses Rate (”I did not
understand”), measuring questions that are identified as
not understood.
The answers given by the system to the student are anno-
tated with these categories by two doctor experts.
Precision is defined as the total number of coherent re-
sponses divided by the total number of coherent and incoherent
responses. Recall is defined as the total number of coherent
responses divided by the total number of known questions.
Finally, the overall performance of the systems is measured
with F1-score that allows to seek a balance between Precision
and Recall.
Table VII shows the results of the evaluation on the
questions from the test sessions with the students. We can
notice a growth of the F1-score going from the simple
Rules-Based system to the system combining rules, CNN and
FastText classifiers and the semantic similarity (full system).
The improvement gained with the full system is significant
(2.58% of F1-score) in the sense that we obtained an increase
in the coherent responses (≃ 7% of CRR) and a reduction
of non-understanding questions (≃ 10% of NRR). There
is no significant improvement in performance between the
Rules+CNN and Rules+FastText systems despite the overall
accuracy gained by FastText in the classification phase on the
System based on CRR IRR NRR Precision Recall F1-score
Rules 87.81 2.49 9.70 97.24 87.81 92.29
Rules+CNN 93.18 5.68 1.13 94.25 93.18 93.71
Rules+FastText 94.31 4.82 0.85 95.12 94.31 94.72
Rules+CNN+FastText 94.88 5.11 0 94.88 94.88 94.88
TABLE VII
EVALUATION OF SYSTEMS ON DATA FROM TEST SESSIONS
test data. When the combined systems, at the beginning of the
process, don’t find rules for a question, the semantic similarity
module extracts sometimes incoherent responses from the
knowledge base. This is materialized by the increase in the
incoherent response score (≃ 3% of IRR) observed between
the rule-based system and the different combined systems.
Thus we can notice that by reducing the number of non-
understanding questions, the number of incoherent responses
increases even if it is at a low rate. Figure 4 clearly shows
the evolution shape of CRR, IRR and NRR. This increase in
incoherent responses does not impede the patient interview
or the ability to obtain the right diagnosis for the student
doctor because it happens in real cases that the patient does
not always understand the question asked by the doctor. The
gain is the significant improvement in the number of non-
understanding questions associated to the increase of coherent
responses. This gain reduces frustration and disappointment
of the student often caused by the virtual patient "I did not
understand" responses, leading the student to feel that the
system is not useful at all.
Rules Rules+CNN Rules+FastTextRules+CNN+FastText
0
20
40
60
80
100
Correct
Incorrect
Not-understood
Fig. 4. System responses quality evaluated on data from test sessions.
Table VIII shows the evaluation results on Chicago Med
data which includes questions encountered during a medical
consultation not dealing with the clinical case. We obtained an
overall performance (F1 = 92.15%) with a gain of ≃ 10% on
Rules+CNN+FastText system. The NRR score (= 27.72%) of
Rules-Based system demonstrates the gap between Chicago
Med questions and the clinical case questions on which we
focused the writing of rule patterns. Our proposed approach
increases the overall performance of the dialogue system while
reducing the number of non-understanding questions. The
resulting gain is significant which shows that without adding
new rules, question categorization and semantic similarity
effectively complete the system based only on rules and make
the combined system more efficient.
Although the tasks are slightly different, we compare our
work to [19] because we share the same assumption of provid-
ing more relevant information using the Convolutional Neural
networks combined with a rule-based system for question
identification. The methods are different in the sense that
we use a semantic similarity function based on pre-trained
word embeddings for the selection of related questions that
reduced the questions identified as not understood to 0%.
Compared to [19], we used in addition to CNNs, a second
classification model with a decision-making mechanism for
the question identification task n a virtual patient dialogue
system. This has impressively improved the identification of
similar questions for an understanding by the virtual patient
with overall performance to 94.88%.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a voice-based dialogue system
for the medical student training in the diagnosis of surgical
emergencies. Our system combines the description capabilities
of a dialogue scenario with pattern-based rules to the resilience
provided by semantic similarity based on word embeddings.
With the combined FastText and CNN models, the system sig-
nificantly improves its performance compared to the versions
using the rules and either the CNN submodel or the FastText
submodel. With this overall performance, we achieved an
understanding rate that makes the system usable. We thus
obtain a conversational virtual standardized patient system that
allows medical students to simulate a diagnostic strategy of an
abdominal surgical emergency.
We are currently preparing the pedagogical evaluation of
the full system which integrates the dialogue system inside a
realistic virtual reality scene. This system includes the filling
of the database summarizing the patient and disease models.
This data allows to pedagogically evaluate the quality of the
student work and the impact on the doctors, which are the
ultimate goal of this project.
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